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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This section covers the following topics:

- About the Folder Structure Archive Component (page 1-1)
- About This Guide (page 1-3)

ABOUT THE FOLDER STRUCTURE ARCHIVE COMPONENT

This section covers the following topics:

- Overview (page 1-1)
- Usage (page 1-2)
- Differences With Built-In Folders Archiving Features (page 1-2)

Overview

The Folder Structure Archive component is a supported extra to Content Server 10gR3 1 and the Folders component that enables you to archive the folder structure as well as its associated content (if desired). The structure of the folders is archived via database table replication. You can configure which folders (along with all subfolders) should be archived. The folder archives can be accessed by Content Server’s Archiver utility for further processing (for example, replication or transfer to a different content server).
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Usage

The Folder Structure Archive component has several uses, including:

- **As a backup tool**—You can use this component to back up the folder structure (including its content, if desired) and store it in a safe place to be restored in case of a server crash or other calamity.

- **As a duplication tool**—You can use this component to copy the folder structure (including its content, if desired) and create an exact copy on a different computer to simplify multiserver setups.

- **As a synchronization tool**—You can use this component to keep the folders environment between two systems synchronized (for example, a development system and a production system, or two identical, redundant systems). Folder archives created using the Folder Structure Archive component can be transferred or replicated to another system using the Archiver utility (see page 3-6).

**Important**: Please make sure that you read the important implementation considerations on page 3-9.

Differences With Built-In Folders Archiving Features

The Folders component has its own built-in archiving features, which are accessed on the Virtual Folder Administration Configuration page. The Folder Structure Archive component can be used alongside these built-in archiving features, but its functionality differs in a number of important ways:

- The Folder Structure Archive component can export selected portions of the folder structure, whereas the built-in Folders archiving features can only export the entire folder structure.

- The Folder Structure Archive component can create incremental archives—that is, archives that contain only changed folders compared to an earlier version—whereas the built-in Folders archiving features can only create archives that contain all items, even unchanged ones.

- The Folder Structure Archive component can include both the folder structure and folder content in the archives (depending on the value of a configuration variable, see page 3-7), whereas the built-in Folders archiving features can only export the folder structure and none of the content in the folders.
Unlike the built-in Folders archiving features, the Folder Structure Archive component allows the creation of multiple source folder archives, which can all be imported, transferred, or replicated to the same target content server using Content Server’s Archiver utility.

**Processing Differences**

If you export the complete folder structure using the built-in Folders archiving features and you import it into another content server (using the Folders user interface), then that server’s existing folder structure is deleted entirely and replaced with the imported structure.

If you create an archive using the Folder Structure Archive component and you import, transfer, or replicate it to another content server (using the Archiver utility), then the existing folder structure is not deleted, and the archived structure is merged into the existing structure.

**Note:** It is recommended that you use the Folders Structure Archive component in conjunction with the DocFolderArchiving component. See page 3-10 for details.

**Note:** For more information on the built-in archiving features of the Folders component, refer to the *Folders and WebDAV System Administration Guide*.

---

**ABOUT THIS GUIDE**

This guide is intended for Content Server integrators and administrators who are installing or using the FoldersStructureArchive component, which is a supported extra for Content Server.

**Note:** For more information about working with Folders and WebDAV, refer to the *Folders and WebDAV Administrator Guide* and *Folders and WebDAV User Guide*.

**Conventions**

The following conventions are used throughout this guide:

- The notation `[Install_Dir]/` is used to refer to the location on your system where the content server instance is installed.
- Forward slashes (`/`) are used to separate the directory levels in a path name. A forward slash will always appear after the end of a directory name.
Notes, technical tips, important notices, and cautions use these conventions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>📘</td>
<td>This is a note. It is used to bring special attention to information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>💡</td>
<td>This is a technical tip. It is used to identify information that can be used to make your tasks easier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🚨</td>
<td>This is an important notice. It is used to identify a required step or required information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⚠️</td>
<td>This is a caution. It is used to identify information that might cause loss of data or serious system problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Installing Folder Structure Archive

This section covers the following topics:

- Installation Requirements and Considerations (page 2-1)
- Installing the Software (page 2-2)
- Checking the Installation (page 2-4)

Installation Requirements and Considerations

This section lists the software requirements and other considerations that apply to the Folder Structure Archive component:

- Content Server 10gR3 must be installed and functioning properly. Backwards compatibility is undefined.
- The Folder component must be installed and functioning properly.
- The Folder Structure Archive component should be installed on all content servers that will use its features (both master and proxied servers).
- The Folder Structure Archive component cannot be used to replicate Collaboration Manager projects to another system. You will see collaboration project folders in the folder archive configuration page (see page 3-1), and you can archive these folders and also transfer them to another system. However, a transfer will not carry over all
required collaboration project information (access control lists, etc.) This means that the collaboration projects will not work on the target system.

- The Folder Structure Archive component cannot be used to replicate Site Studio 7.2.x websites to another system. You will see website folders in the folder archive configuration page (see page 3-1), and you can archive these websites and also replicate them to another system. However, a replicated website might not work correctly on the target system because the collection ID of the folder structure might not be preserved when the folders are moved. If you want to replicate a Site Studio 7.2.x website to another system, use Site Studio’s built-in replication features.

- If you are using the Folder Structure Archive component as a duplication or synchronization tool between two systems, it is recommended that you select different initial collection IDs (InitialColID setting) for the source and target system when installing the Folders component. If the initial collection IDs are the same and users are allowed to manipulate folders on the target system, there may be collection ID collision errors during the duplication or synchronization process.

### INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE

You can install the Folder Structure Archive component in either of two ways:

- Using Component Manager (see page 2-2)
- Using Component Wizard (see page 2-3)

**Note:** Make sure that all requirements and considerations are met (see page 2-1) before installing the Folder Structure Archive component.

### Installing the Software Using Component Manager

To install the Folder Structure Archive component using Component Manager, complete the following steps:

1. Make sure the Content Server software is installed and functioning properly.
2. Log into the content server as an administrator.
3. Go to the Administration page of the content server, and click **Admin Server**.

   The Administration for Servers page is displayed.
4. Click on the button for the content server instance that you want to install the component on.

The options and status page of the selected content server instance is displayed.

5. Click **Component Manager** in the menu on the left.

The Component Manager page is displayed.

6. Click **Browse** next to the Install New Component field.

A file selection dialog is displayed.

7. Browse to the *FolderStructureArchive.zip* component file, select it, and close the file selection dialog.

8. Click **Install**.

A page is displayed listing what will be installed.

9. Click **Continue**.

All required files are now installed. After this process is completed, a page is displayed stating that the component was uploaded and installed successfully.

You can then enable the component and restart the content server or return to the Component Manager page.

**Note:** The component files are all located in `<Install_Dir>/custom/FolderStructureArchive` on the content server.

**Important:** You must enable the component and restart the content server for the component to work correctly.

### Installing the Software Using Component Wizard

To install the Folder Structure Archive component using Component Wizard, complete the following steps:

1. Make sure the Content Server software is installed and functioning properly.

2. Start Component Wizard on the computer that is running Content Server:

   **Windows:** Choose Start—Programs—Stellent Content Server—*<Instance_Name>*—Utilities—Component Wizard.

   **UNIX:** Run the `Component_Wizard` utility, which is located in the *bin* subdirectory of the Content Server installation directory.
Component Wizard is started, with the Component List dialog active.

3. Click **Install...**
   The Install dialog is displayed.

4. Click **Select**.
   A file selection dialog is displayed.

5. Browse to the *FolderStructureArchive.zip* component file, select it, and close the file selection dialog.
   The Install dialog now contains all files that will be installed.

6. Click **OK**.
   All required files are now installed. (It may seem that nothing is happening.) After this process is completed, a message is displayed asking whether the installed component should be enabled.

**Note:** The component files are all located in `<Install_Dir>/custom/FolderStructureArchive` on the content server.

7. Click **Yes**.
   The component is now loaded and enabled. The main Component Wizard window now shows a list of the component resources.


9. Restart the content server. This is essential for everything to work correctly.

10. If you stopped the web server before installation, restart the web server.

### CHECKING THE INSTALLATION

To check whether the Folder Structure Archive component was installed correctly, complete the following steps:

1. Open a new browser window.
2. Log into the content server as an administrator.
3. Go to the Administration page.
4. Check that this page now includes an option called “Folder Archive Configuration.”
   If it does, the component files were installed correctly.
This section covers the following topics:

- Folder Archive Configuration Page (page 3-1)
- Creating a Folder Structure Archive (page 3-4)
- Updating a Folder Structure Archive (page 3-5)
- Using a Folder Structure Archive (page 3-6)
- Configuration Variables (page 3-7)
- Important Implementation Considerations (page 3-9)

**Folder Archive Configuration Page**

The Folder Archive Configuration page is where you manage and create folder archives. To access this page, complete the following steps:

1. Log into the content server as an administrator.
2. Go to the Administration page of the content server, and click **Folder Archive Configuration**.

   The folder archive configuration page is displayed.
The table below outlines the various features on the Folder Archive Configuration page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collection Name dropdown list</td>
<td>The dropdown list includes all detected archive collections on the content server (i.e., all collections that are known or have been opened in Content Server’s Archiver utility). Each content server will at least have one archive collection, which has the same name as the content server instance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Note:</strong> For more information on working with archive collections and archives, refer to the <em>Content Server System Migration Guide</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archive Name field and dropdown list</td>
<td>Here you can specify the name of the archive. The dropdown list contains all known archives on the content server that were created earlier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Important:</strong> Make sure that you provide an archive name <em>before</em> selecting folders to be included in the archive. If you select folders first and then specify an archive name, nothing happens when you click <em>Add</em>. (The folder tree collapses completely and your folder selection is lost).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Folder tree</td>
<td>This shaded area contains the folder structure that is detected on the content server. By default, the entire tree is collapsed (i.e., none of the folders are displayed). Click the plus symbol (➕) to display all underlying subfolders of a folder, and the minus symbol (➖) to hide them. Select the check boxes of all folders that you want to include in the folder structure archive. If you click the check box of a parent folder, all its child folders are selected automatically as well. You can also select and unselect any of the child folders individually. A parent folder will only be selected if all of its subfolders are selected as well. If you unselect any of the child folders, its parent folder is automatically unselected, too. This does not affect the virtual folder path properties of the child folder. Important: The folder tree will include any Collaboration Manager project folders and Site Studio website folders. The Folder Structure Archive component is not intended to archive these folders. You can archive them and also transfer them to another system, but transferred collaboration projects and Site Studio websites will not work on the target system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CREATING A FOLDER STRUCTURE ARCHIVE

To create a new folder structure archive, complete the following steps:

1. Log into the content server as an administrator.

2. Go to the Administration page of the content server, and click Folder Archive Configuration.

   The folder archive configuration page is displayed (see page 3-1).

3. In the Collection Name dropdown list, select the archive collection that the new folder structure archive should be part of.

4. In the Archive Name field, specify the name of the new folder structure archive.

   Important: Make sure that you provide an archive name before selecting folders to be included in the archive. If you select folders first and then specify an archive name, nothing happens when you click Add. (The folder tree collapses completely and your folder selection is lost).

5. In the shaded area, select all folders that you want to include in the folder structure archive.
If you click the check box of a parent folder, all its child folders are selected automatically as well. You can also select and unselect any of the child folders individually. A parent folder will only be selected if all of its subfolders are selected as well. If you unselect any of the child folders, its parent folder is automatically unselected, too. This does not affect the virtual folder path properties of the child folder.

6. Click Add.

A message is displayed saying that the folder archive was added successfully. The archive is now included in the Archive Name dropdown list, and also in the list of current archives for the content server instance in the Archiver utility (see page 3-6).

---

**UPDATING A FOLDER STRUCTURE ARCHIVE**

You can use the definition of an existing folder structure archive, modify it, and create an updated archive. To do this, complete the following steps:

1. Log into the content server as an administrator.

2. Go to the Administration page of the content server, and click Folder Archive Configuration.

   The folder archive configuration page is displayed (see page 3-1).

3. If required, assign the archive to a different collection in the Collection Name dropdown list.

4. In the Archive Name dropdown list, select the name of the folder structure archive that you want to update.

   The folder archive tree in the shaded area is updated to reflect the current selections for the archive.

   **Note:** You cannot save the selected archive under a different name. If you change the name in the Archive Name field and click Add, the archive is considered a new archive and you need to select the folders again before clicking Add.

5. When defining the folder structure archive on the Folder Archive Configuration page (see page 3-1), you can select a folder without selecting its parent folder.

   If you click the check box of a parent folder, all its child folders are selected automatically as well. You can also select and unselect any of the child folders individually. A parent folder will only be selected if all of its subfolders are selected as well. If you unselect any of the child folders, its parent folder is automatically unselected, too. This does not affect the virtual folder path properties of the child folder.
unselected, too. This does not affect the virtual folder path properties of the child folder.

**Note:** By default, if a parent folder is not selected, its source collection ID is not passed on to its child folders. If you want the source collection ID of a folder to be retained even if its parent folder is not selected, set the `AllowMigrationOfParentFoldersMeta` variable to ‘true’ (this is not the default). See Folder Structure Archive Component Variables (page 3-7) for details.

6. Click **Update**.

A message is displayed saying that the folder archive was updated successfully.

You can now use the Archiver utility (see page 3-6) to process this archive further.

## Using a Folder Structure Archive

After you create a new folder structure archive, its files are located in the 
`[CS_Instance_Dir]/archives/[Archive_Name]` directory, and it is included in the list of current archives for the content server instance in the Archiver utility:

![Folder structure archive in Archiver utility](image)

The Name column contains the name that was given to the archive when it was created (see page 3-4). The Description column will always say “Archive with folder structures” to indicate the archive’s purpose.
The folder structure archive can now be processed further. All normal Archiver functions can be used—for example, the archive can be transferred or replicated to a different content server.

**Note:** For more information on using the Archiver utility, refer to the *Content Server System Migration Guide*.

**Note:** See page 3-9 for a number of important considerations that should be taken into account when implementing the Folder Structure Archive component.

## Configuration Variables

There are a number of configuration variables that you can use to modify the behavior of folder structure archiving. There are two types of such variables:

- Folder Structure Archive Component Variables (page 3-7)
- Folders Component Variables (page 3-8)

### Folder Structure Archive Component Variables

The variables for the Folder Structure Archive component are set in the following file: 

```
[SCS_Instance]/custom/FolderStructureArchive/folderstructurearchive_environment.cfg
```

The following configuration parameters are supported:

- **ArchiveFolderStructureOnly**=true|false
  
  If this variable is set to true, the archive will only include the folder structure and none of the content items contained in the structure. This allows you to create a copy of the folder structure for backup purposes or identical multiserver setup. The default is false, which means that content items are included in the folder archive.

- **AllowArchiveNoneFolderItem**=true|false
  
  If this variable is set to true, the archive will include content items, even if they are not in the folder structure. This means that content that does not belong to any folder is included in the folder structure archive. If it is set to false, only content items that are in the folder structure are exported. You can use this configuration variable to set up replication for folders and content at the same time; otherwise additional replication for folders and normal content would be required. The default is true, which means that content items outside of the folder structure are also included in the folder archive.
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- **AllowMigrationOfParentFoldersMeta=true|false**
  If this variable is set to true, the source collection ID of a folder is retained (“migrated” from the parent folder), even if the parent folder is not selected on the Folder Archive Configuration Page (page 3-1). The default is false, which means that metadata of parent folders is not passed on unless the parent folder is specifically selected.

  **Important:** After modifying a configuration parameter value, make sure that you restart the content server.

### Folders Component Variables

The variables for the Folders component are set in the following file:

```
[SCS_Instance]/custom/Folders/folders_environment.cfg
```

The following Folders configuration variable is useful in conjunction with the Folder Structure Archive component:

- **CollectionIsConsumptionOnly=true|false**
  If this variable is set to “true”, the folders environment on the content server is “locked,” which means the server is set to receive folder data only (hence “consumption”). Users with RWD permissions are not allowed to create, move, modify, or delete folders. Users with Admin permissions are not allowed to create folders, but they can move, modify, and delete folders.

  This setting should typically be set on a content server that is the target of an archive transfer or replication. It prevents out-of-sync errors between the source server and target server, which could arise if folders were manipulated manually on the target server.

  The default setting is “false”, which means the folders environment on the content server is not locked.

  **Note:** In a replication setup, any deleted folders on the source system are not automatically deleted on the target system. Even with the target system in consumption-only mode, system administrators can manually delete the affected folder on the target system. (Please note that they cannot create folders.)

  **Caution:** If users are allowed to manipulate folders on the target server, make sure that you select a different initial collection ID (InitialColID setting) for the target server than for the source server during the Folders component installation. Otherwise there may be collection ID collision errors.
Important: After modifying a configuration parameter value, make sure that you restart the content server.

**IMPORTANT IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS**

Please note the following important implementation considerations:

- The Folder Structure Archive component cannot be used to replicate Collaboration Manager projects. The folder tree on the **Folder Archive Configuration page** (see page 3-1) will include all collaboration project folders, and you can archive and transfer them to another system. However, a transfer will not carry over all required collaboration project information (access control lists, etc.) This means that the collaboration projects will not work on the target system.

- The Folder Structure Archive component cannot be used to replicate Site Studio websites. The folder tree on the **Folder Archive Configuration page** (see page 3-1) will include all Site Studio website folders, and you can archive and replicate them to another system. However, the replicated website may not work correctly on the target system. If you want to replicate a Site Studio website, use Site Studio’s built-in replication features.

- If you are using the Folder Structure Archive component as a duplication or synchronization tool between two systems, it is recommended that you select different initial collection IDs (InitialColID setting) for the source and target system when installing the Folders component. If the initial collection IDs are the same and users are allowed to manipulate folders on the target system, there may be collection ID collision errors during the duplication or synchronization process.

- You can select a folder in the tree on the **Folder Archive Configuration page** (see page 3-1) without selecting its parent folder. This does not affect the folder’s virtual folder path—in other words, the virtual path will remain to be `[Parent_Folder]/[Folder]`, even if `[Parent_Folder]` is not selected. If you transfer or replicate the archive to another content server and the parent folder does not exist on that server, it is automatically created, but without the metadata of the corresponding folder on the source server.

- If you want to transfer or replicate a folder structure archive between two content servers, it is recommended that you do not manually create the folder structure on the target system. Folders that do not exist on the target system are created automatically during the transfer or replication process. If you do create folders manually, this may lead to out-of-sync errors during the process since the folder names may match,
but their underlying unique identifiers (xCollectionID) do not. To help reduce mismatching folder issues, you can use the CollectionIsConsumptionOnly configuration variable (see page 3-8) to “lock” the folders environment on the target system.

- If you set up replication between two systems using the Folders Archive Structure component, folders that are created or moved on the source system are automatically created or moved on the target system as soon as content is added to them. Also, if you change the metadata of a folder on the source system, these changes are automatically reflected on the target system as well (as soon as content is added to the target folder). However, any folders that are deleted on the source system are not automatically deleted on the target system, which means the two systems are out of sync. This is because the Folders component does not keep track of deleted folders. Once a folder is deleted, all its information is gone. When the Archiver utility starts the replication process, it does not know what folder(s) to delete from the target system.

Similarly, if a folder move causes the folder to no longer reside in an archived folder, this folder will not be archived and replicated. Consider a system with folders /FolderA, /FolderA/SubfolderA, /FolderB, and /FolderB/SubfolderB. If /FolderA is set up to be archived and /FolderB is not, moving SubfolderA to /FolderB means it will not be replicated. However, if both /FolderA and /FolderB are archived, the move of SubfolderA would be replicated.

- If you set up archiving or replication of folders and content items using the Folders Archive Structure component, the shortcuts of the folders and content items are not archived or replicated.

- It is recommended that you use the Folder Structure Archive component in conjunction with the DocFolderArchiving component. This component was installed along with the Folders add-on if, during the Folders installation, you chose to preserve the folder structure of content during archiving.

When you import a content item that belongs to a folder, this component will create the folder structure on the target system if it does not yet exist on that system. If the identical folder structure (with the same or a different xCollectionID) exists on the target system, then it makes sure that the xCollectionID of the content item being imported into the target system matches with the existing folder on the target system.

Consider a content item on the source system in a folder. The xCollectionID of the content item is 8, and the folder is called FolderA. Now assume that you are using DocFolderArchiving component to archive that content item to a target system. If FolderA does not exist in the target system at the same level, then DocFolderArchiving will create FolderA in the target system and then import the
content item into that folder. More than likely the xCollectionID of the FolderA will be different than FolderA on the source system. If FolderA already exists on the target system at the same level but has different xCollectionID (for example, 7), then DocFolderArchiving will not delete that folder. It will keep the folder, but it will change the xCollectionID of the content item that you are transferring from 8 to 7, so that the content item still belongs to the correct folder.
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Uninstalling Folder Structure Archive

This section covers the following topics:

- Uninstalling the Software Using Component Manager (page 4-1)
- Uninstalling the Software Using Component Wizard (page 4-2)

Uninstalling the Software Using Component Manager

To uninstall the Folder Structure Archive component using Component Manager, complete the following steps:

1. Log into the content server as an administrator.
2. Go to the Administration page of the content server, and click **Admin Server**.
   The Administration for Servers page is displayed.
3. Click on the button for the content server instance that you want to uninstall the component from.
   The options and status page of the selected content server instance is displayed.
4. Click **Component Manager** in the menu on the left.
   The Component Manager page is displayed.
5. Select **FolderStructureArchive** in the list of enabled components (left box), and use the Disable button to move it to the list of disabled components (right box).

6. Restart the content server.

7. Return to the Component Manager page.

8. Select **FolderStructureArchive** from the dropdown list next to the Uninstall Component field, and click **Uninstall**.

9. You are prompted to confirm the uninstallation action. Click **OK**.

   The component is uninstalled.

10. At the end of the uninstallation process, a page is displayed stating that the component was successfully uninstalled. You are also given the option to return to the Component Manager page.

11. Restart the content server.

   **Note:** When you uninstall the component, its functionality will no longer be available. However, not all its files are actually deleted from the file system.

---

**UNINSTALLING THE SOFTWARE USING COMPONENT WIZARD**

To uninstall the Folder Structure Archive component using Component Wizard, complete the following steps:

1. Start Component Wizard on the computer that is running Content Server:

   **Windows:** Choose Start—Programs—Stellent Content Server—*<Instance_Name>*—Utilities—Component Wizard.

   **UNIX:** Run the `Component_Wizard` utility, which is located in the `bin/` subdirectory of the Content Server installation directory.

   Component Wizard is started, with the Component List dialog active.

2. Select the **FolderStructureArchive** component in the list, and click **Disable**.

3. Click **Uninstall...**

4. You are prompted to confirm the uninstallation action. Click **Yes**.

   The Uninstall dialog is displayed listing what will be uninstalled.
5. Click **OK** to continue with the uninstallation process.
   The component is uninstalled.

6. At the end of the uninstallation process, the Component List dialog is displayed again.
   The FolderStructureArchive component is no longer included in the list.

7. Exit Component Wizard.

**Note:** When you uninstall the component, its functionality will no longer be available.
However, not all its files are actually deleted from the file system.
THIRD PARTY LICENSES

OVERVIEW

This appendix includes a description of the Third Party Licenses for all the third party products included with this product.

- Apache Software License (page A-1)
- W3C® Software Notice and License (page A-2)
- Zlib License (page A-4)
- General BSD License (page A-5)
- General MIT License (page A-5)
- Unicode License (page A-6)
- Miscellaneous Attributions (page A-7)

APACHE SOFTWARE LICENSE

* Copyright 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
  *   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.

**W3C® SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE**

* Copyright © 1994-2000 World Wide Web Consortium,
* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de
* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University).
* All Rights Reserved. http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/
*
* This W3C work (including software, documents, or other related items) is
* being provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By
* obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree that
* you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and
* conditions:
*
* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
* documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without
* fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following
* on ALL copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof,
* including modifications, that you make:
*
* 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the
*    redistributed or derivative work.
*
* 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms
and conditions. If none exist, a short notice of the following form (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) should be used within the body of any redistributed or derivative code: "Copyright ©


3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C files, including the date changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.
ZLIB LICENSE

* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

version 1.2.3, July 18th, 2005

Copyright (C) 1995-2005 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly jloup@gzip.org

Mark Adler madler@alumni.caltech.edu
GENERAL BSD LICENSE

Copyright (c) 1998, Regents of the University of California
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

"Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

"Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

"Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be
used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific
prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GENERAL MIT LICENSE

Copyright (c) 1998, Regents of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this
software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the
Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,
modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,
and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the
following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE
OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

UNICODE LICENSE

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories
http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and
http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Software includes any source code
published in the Unicode Standard or under the directories
http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and
http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING,
INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"),
AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY,
ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT
DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright © 1991-2006 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the
Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the
Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or Unicode
software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in the Data
Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files
or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished
to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice
appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright
notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c)
there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in
the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or
software has been modified.
THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

________________________________________Unicode and the Unicode logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc., and may be registered in some jurisdictions. All other trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners

MISCELLANEOUS ATTRIBUTIONS

Adobe, Acrobat, and the Acrobat Logo are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated.

FAST Instream is a trademark of Fast Search and Transfer ASA.

HP-UX is a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company.

IBM, Informix, and DB2 are registered trademarks of IBM Corporation.

Jaws PDF Library is a registered trademark of Global Graphics Software Ltd.

Kofax is a registered trademark, and Ascent and Ascent Capture are trademarks of Kofax Image Products.

Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds.

Mac is a registered trademark, and Safari is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Microsoft, Windows, and Internet Explorer are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

MrSID is property of LizardTech, Inc. It is protected by U.S. Patent No. 5,710,835. Foreign Patents Pending.

Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation.

Portions Copyright © 1994-1997 LEAD Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved.

Portions Copyright © 1990-1998 Handmade Software, Inc. All rights reserved.

Portions Copyright © 1988, 1997 Aladdin Enterprises. All rights reserved.
Third Party Licenses

Portions Copyright © 1997 Soft Horizons. All rights reserved.
Portions Copyright © 1995-1999 LizardTech, Inc. All rights reserved.

Red Hat is a registered trademark of Red Hat, Inc.

Sun is a registered trademark, and Sun ONE, Solaris, iPlanet and Java are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Sybase is a registered trademark of Sybase, Inc.

UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group.

Verity is a registered trademark of Autonomy Corporation plc
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